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As Cuba debates and explores the what, why’s, and how’s of Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) development, one arena for exploration is their application specifically for 
community building and development. Variously called and approached via community 
technology, nonprofit technology, community informatics, ICTdev, ICT4D, much of this family 
of research and activity is focused on addressing problems of what was originally called “the 
digital divide” and now more frequently falls under the movement and rubric of “digital 
inclusion.”  This last arena to experience the benefits of technological resources has been 
growing in the United States and elsewhere across the world since the 1980’s and provides a 
storehouse of lessons and resources for Cuba to tap into.   
 
In a sense this project has already been developed, and much of it can be seen as the effort 
entitled Roots of Hope/Raices de Esperanza, at www.rootsofhope.org, described as “an 
international network of students and young professionals working to inspire young people 
across the globe to think about Cuba and proactively support our young counterparts on the 
island through innovative means. As a nonprofit, nonpartisan movement, we seek only to provide 
youth in Cuba with the tools and skills they deem necessary to build a better future for 
themselves.”  The organization is supported with big name endorsers, a funding program, travel 
support, and a “Tech4Cuba” component, gathering and distributing new and used phones, flash 
drives, laptops, and tablets.  
 
This proposal differs in its approach not just in terms of developing a network beyond students 
and young professionals and reaching out more widely to include more than youth — or more 
modestly as a demonstration project — but primarily in terms of offering a major contrast to 
Roots of Hope’s basic stated orientation: 
 

“Right now, 11 million people in Cuba are systematically denied the ability to exercise 
their most fundamental rights and actualize their full potential. Living under the Western 
Hemisphere’s last dictatorship, Cuba’s people are denied their most basic rights of free 
speech, free association and information freedom.” 

 
However one reads this, it is difficult to call the role it claims to play “nonprofit, nonpartisan.”  It 
is the kind of statement that elicits sympathy for official Cuban efforts like cubadebate.cu’s, out 
of UCI, Universidad de las Ciencias Informáticas, in La Habana, for, as translate.google puts it 
from its editorial board page, “Cubans and other nationalities who oppose media harassment” 
and who intend “to create a space for information and exchange on topics related to the actions 
of subversion and organized smear campaigns against Cuba.” 
 
This suspicious and stereotypical anti-Cuban government attitude still characterizes a large 
portion of the American public, extending well into the reaches of those who can be considered 
“progressive.”  But, especially since last December, those who have long held the Cuban 
revolution in high regard and who have otherwise considered its governmental short-comings a 
consequence of US policy and practice are becoming more vocal, and more and more Americans 
are looking to not only be open-minded but to extend a helping hand.  Tom Hayden’s Listen, 
Yankee! Why Cuba Matters book tour is only one of its most visible testimonies.  



 
And cubadebate.cu’s position that its “digital site is affiliated with the interactive possibilities of 
Web 2.0 with projection and universal participation, which offers users multimedia services and 
an interactive forum” is a key arena of untapped support for developing those services, a pivotal 
arena for assessing the coming achievements of Cuban development.  
 
And there is a broad spectrum of support for a vital community technology movement as 
indicative of progressive social development.   
 
The Center for Global Justice, among others, is rooted in this appreciation, with its ties to 
CyberMarxism via the Solidarity Economy and its core document’s designation of the 
technology revolution as one of the “conditions that sets the contours for progressive change in 
our time” and the Third Wave Study Group, “formed to rigorously re-examine classic Marxist-
Leninist theory and practice from the vantage point of Alvin Toffler’s book, The Third Wave” 
and its manifesto on technology’s fundamental import in “The Promise and Peril of the Third 
Wave: Socialism and Democracy for the 21st Century.”  
 
This project envisions developing with appropriate Cuban collaboration a compendium of best 
practices and connections in the field of community technology and a demonstration project, if 
not the beginnings of an effort, that can lead to providing a growing source of equipment, 
software, and technical assistance useful in building NGO capacity with casas de abuelos as 
much as with youth programs, help in establishing entrepreneurial community telecentres, 
developing cross-country communication and education programs, conversations/skyping 
between families, electronic pen-pal / communication with schools through international 
programs like the International Education and Resource Network (I*EARN), tapping into the 
resource of the national Nonprofit Technology Network (NTEN), raising funds for community 
technology projects, establishing an ongoing flow of visitors with groups like Altruvistas.com as 
well as the Center for Global Justice, and in general complement and contribute to official Cuban 
technology development practices and policy. 
 
My own work, from the mid-1980’s on, provides useful experience for contributing to such a 
effort — in directing the country’s second Community Technology Center (CTC) and then as the 
Network Director of the CTCNet, the country’s largest association of education and access 
programs for those generally excluded from the benefits of emerging technology; as a consultant 
involved in the founding of NTEN; raising millions of dollars from governmental, corporate, and 
foundation sources; founder and editor of The Community Technology Review (1994-2005).  I 
have a PhD in Political Theory and Community Technology from the University of California at 
Santa Cruz; www.peterbmiller.wordpress.com provides additional information as may be useful. 
In posting notice of the trip on a variety of community and international lists, among other 
responses, I’m being given a laptop (by www.semi-newcomputers.com) loaded with Microsoft 
and/or Open Office and RACHEL (see http://worldpossible.org/rachel/) for donating to some 
appropriate NGO. 


